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http://www.aurorafireworks.co.uk/


To view video footage click the name of a product. Make sure pop up windows are enabled.

Rockets;
 INXS Rocket Pack                                                                                  £7.00

 A good selection of 5 assorted colour break rockets with crackle effects 
offering excellent value for money.

                                          

Kingsize Rockets                                                                      £10.00 Each

Stunning 1.5oz new effect rockets with huge bursts including brocade 
crown to white glitter, blue chrysanthemum, golden cauliflower and 
brocade crown with blue stars.

  

Express Rocket Pack                                                                            £12.00

 Lots of rockets at a great price. 10 assorted colour burst effects including 
flower crown, red crackling, silver blink, purple peony and brocade.

 

 Maxor Rocket Sleeve                                                                                £18.00

12 assorted rockets make up this good value pack including lemon and red 
blink, silver flowers, gold blink and brocade crown.

 

  

Sky Burst Rocket Pack £20.00 or £25.00 Mesh

A great selection of 6 assorted rockets including crackling flower, green 
coconut with purple, blink willow, silver brocade crown, cauliflower and blue 
peony. Want a little more bang for your buck? Why not try our extra powerful 
Sky Burst Rockets? So powerful they need to be kept locked up in a cage!

 Gateway Rocket Pack     £30.00 

 A great selection of 20 rockets including blue peony, green blink, silver 
crown, purple peony, yellow peony and crackling.
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http://youtu.be/a7PYu_hkjrI
http://youtu.be/moiM9WP3Zig
http://youtu.be/R9I0wwLuL-g
http://youtu.be/kM7Zp3SE118
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FjVZQUdQJCE
http://youtu.be/rz_WuI82Qiw
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   Shellhead Rocket Pack                                                                           £35.00

Huge bursts from this new shell head rocket pack including gold coconut,           
brocade crown and silver blink, offering excellent value for money and    filling 
the sky with professional effects.         

  Super Show Rocket Pack                                                                    £45.00

This pack of 4 excellent 3oz display rockets create a big bang and shell burst              
including silver crown, crackling cauliflower, gold blink willow and red and 
green peony.

 

 

   Ultra Rocket Mesh of 2                                                                       £50.00

   Pack of 2 rockets, these heavyweight 6oz rockets create stunning 
   effects and noise with wide bursts and strong colours, with a brocade 
   glitter burst and silver willow effect that will fill the sky. 

 Mega 2000 Mesh of 4                                                                             £70.00

 4 large 4oz rockets with a big payload offering great shellburst effects 
including red, green and silver blink, silver brocade, golden crown and dragon 
eggs.

 

 

Ultra Rocket Mesh of 4                                                                         £85.00

 Pack of 4 rockets, made to our own design and specification and with a big 
payload these heavyweight 6oz rockets create stunning effects and noise 
with wide bursts and strong colours including purple coconut, crackling 
flower, gold blink willow and blue peony with crackling.
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http://youtu.be/tM0exqkURV4
http://youtu.be/PF_gbcLyHEI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i0rZcgPAJeY
http://youtu.be/UEqd7lz6xjU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l4RB6qV3irc
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